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About This Game

Dawnfall is a lost wanderer who travels in a fragmented universe where time and space are twisted. There is a mysterious voice
that guides him in a journey that will bring him to fabulous places, meeting challenges that he never thought he could face and

that will allow him to find the way back home.
Dawnfall’s life has been messed up by a book. He doesn’t know why but somewhere in that book he will find answers to all his

questions.
Waking the Glares is a great journey, an exploration-based game that will require the player to pay attention to the environment

from a visual and acoustic point of view.
With this release the player will get the first two chapters of Waking the Glares. The complete adventure is intended to be made

of seven different chapters and their release will depend on the first release success.
But please note that every single chapter tells a story on its own, just, there’s a thread passing through all the chapters. In game

terms, this means that every single chapter is set in a different location with a slightly different gameplay.
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The story revolves around a book that has messed up Dawnfall’s life. To “Wake” the “Glares” means to look for answers, to
discover secrets and to find out why this book is so important. This book is real and together with Waking the Glares the player

will get its ebook version and so the opportunity to live a deeper experience.
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A various setting

A great story, where every single element in the game has a reason to be

Two different levels of narration: the game and the mysterious book

Stunning soundtrack

Oculus Rift compatibility
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Title: Waking the Glares - Chapters I and II
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Wisefool Studio
Publisher:
Wisefool Studio
Release Date: 15 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: windows 7

Processor: i5 2500k 2,6ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: nvidia gtx 650 2gb or ati 7750 2gb

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,Italian
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waking the glares - chapters i and ii

with freinds this is really fun to play and have a laugh. Playing Face Noir is like looking back in time to the first golden age of
adventures. Face Noir refuses to hold your hand through its puzzles, no matter how insanely obscure some combinations of
items might seem. It places names and numbers in the environment, but relies on the players to remember these facts or write
them down in order to progress. It includes stealth sections in the same haphazard way that early FPS games handled
platforming. For some, this will be a familiar and welcome return to the past, but most anyone who didn’t grow up combining
items and pixel hunting will find nothing but frustration here.

Full Review located at http://www.geekenstein.com/face-noir-review/. Hours logged on a prerelease version outside of Steam..
Was thoroughly enjoying the game, then I got in a fight inside a building and found out that enemies respawn as soon as their
spawn is out of view. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 this\/10. Mechs, Lightning guns, Ultra boat, what more does anyone need?. I
Like this game, most levels take multiple play throughs to get 3\/3 objectives (Stars, in most other games), and although I can
understand grinding may make it easier I have not had to do any grinding for upgrades yet (2 of 6 worlds complete). The biggest
advantage in the second play through is knowing the enemy types and directions, as there are four tower types in this game and
each is very effective at countering certain types of enemies. Using the right tower types in the right zones is key to winning,
unlocking all of the upgrades is not required.

The actual gameplay is a lot like revenge of the titans, where you have harvestors and turrets and have to defend with the limited
resources that your harvestors provide, except you actually have to collect said resources and build the towers within your
characters range. You are also encouraged to be close to the enemies to pickup science upgrade points for your permanent
upgrades to towers \/ character. I find that this keeps me busy for every map on the first play through and only on repeat
playthroughs (If I missed objectives) do I find myself with enough time to wait for the waves to spawn.

The game provides a fun amount of challenge and gives you the tools to overcome it.
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This game is super simple fun. Randomized levels keep the game fresh and you have to stay on your toes. I recommend if you
like infinite style runner games. 8\/10. This game LOOKS like a fun, old-school, Doom\/Wolf3D-type shooter, but it suffers
from numerous minor issues to the point where... it just makes me wanna go play the original Doom instead. I only played for
about 10 minutes and came across ALL of the following issues:

* Music volume WAY quieter than the sound effects with no way to change it
* Framerate issues (I have a GTX 1070 card! How is that NOT enough?!)
* Rather poor field of view (you can adjust it but not enough to feel right)
* Cannot customize controls
* No ammoless weapon; if you run out of ammo you're defenceless!
* No actual ammo counter, just gems which change form as ammo is used up
* No automap
* Wide open maps without the design\/charm of old Doom\/Wolf3D maps
* Crosshair is a lie; your shots always hit below the crosshair, not centred
* Cannot adjust options mid-game; have to quit to change options
* Cannot loop menu cursor past the top or bottom of the menu

Yeah, they're all minor issues... but there's SO many of them... and again, it only took 10 minutes to encounter ALL of these...
x_x;. just played the game and loved it. where can get the other chapters?. 7KAA is a classic RTS with game concepts not seen
in the genre before or since.

I played this game 17+ years ago, and recently picked up a copy on Steam. What is it about this 1997\/98 game that is so
appealling?

- Limited population. Manpower is a constant concern, and population growth is slow. Unlike other RTS where its simply a
matter of gather resource and magically units are always produced at buildings by expending resource, in 7KAA the supply of
people is constant concern and limitation. You must manage where people go. Do they work in the mines, or factories or science
towers? Do they train in your forts or become spies? Will there be enough peasants to grow food? You need to manage and
conserve manpower.

- Expansion. Complicated and interesting. Play with neutral village resistance as high to get this point better. You can't just
conqour a village at will. You need a plan. Will you build a linking fort with a high ranking general of the same nationality, and
wear them down with offering good governance? Will you bribe them with grants (less effective if too frequent) will your good
reputation help you? Will you sell them goods and give them jobs in a factory or science tower? Or will you just attack them
and massacre all defenders? The last option means there are less peasants to make use of afterwards, but it is the quickest if
your army is strong enough. Note manpower needed for conquest, and what manpower can be gained from the capture.

- Loyalty and reputation. If your people's loyalty drops, they defect. Generals who go unpaid or are bribed can switch sides,
taking all the troops in the fort with them. Leave people out in the open for too long and they get sick of the wet and cold and
switch sides. Villages with low loyalty might defect, especially if not goverened by a general. If you run out of money or food,
people willl quit your services very quickly, in addition to your buildings collapsing for want of maintenance.

- Nationality and culture. Maybe since the late 1990's its become uncool to talk about differences in culture. In this game
however it matters. Villages prefer a general of the same culture, and it is useful to have like with like for maintaining loyalty.

- Taxation. Tax them too hard or too often and the loyalty drops and you might have a rebellion. Don't tax enough and you run
out of money - very bad. You can set auto tax when loyalty reaches a level.

- Trade. Best way to make money. Either mine raw materials and manufacture them, or buy raw goods and produce them for
sale. You can sell to your own villages, to other kingdoms with a trade treaty, and to villages with resistance below threshold
(50). You need to seize and hold resources, but be mindful that ungoarded mines can be captured if a village is planted nearby.

- Espionage. Spies, everywhere. This adds interesting complexity. You need spies to counter-spy and also to find out what the
other kingsdoms are up to. You can also use spies to lower resistance in neutral villages, and lower loyalty in enemy villages.
There are nuetral individuals that might join your kingdom (immigration) and they might be legit or they might be spies. If I see
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any individual doing something I did not tell them to do, I get suss and execute them. If they were a spy this is revealed, and if
not, then I have lost a person who could have been productive elsewhere. Spies can bribe an enemy general to become a spy and
if successful they can defect taking the fort and troops with them. Spies can also attempt assasination but this is risky.

Skill. People's skills improve over time. Soldiers train up in a fort. Leaders increase leadership. Workers, miners and scientists
slkill up and produce more outputs, faster, and so do construction and spies. This is an interesting component where you can
think into the future on what skills you need, or if you need to retrain people. Lower skilled generals are less effective at
governing, and highly skilled spies are more effective.

War. While the combat is *very basic* and one of the least attractive features of this game, some concepts are interesting. An
army can drop loyalty and switch sides. Proximity of generals to troops matters. Losing your king in battle can be devestating
and cause general rebellion until a new high leadership general is made king. Seige weapons are overpowered, hoever they are
balanced in that they are quite expenesive to build and maintain. Build too many and you'll run out of money, the machines
collapse from lack of maintenance and soldiers defect for not being paid.

Frythans. I don't find this feature all that attractive but it does add some fun to those interested in fantasy. There are monster
lairs ad trasure to be found in them. One useful thing to look out for is if an enemy is fighting Frythans, it means they are not
defending something or being weakened by losses or enriched by treasure. Something to keep in mind. While here, I'll comment
on greater beings. I didn't find this much use other than it looks cool to build a temple and invoke a greater being from
worshippers.

Music. I like the soundtrack. Nuff said. Sound effects are fairly basic but do the job.

Overall:

Looking past the graphics and the basic combat, its a fascinating game. Don't bother with the sequels, they're crap.

8\/10.. Just finished the game and after all is said and done, I recommend it. Highly. I actually love this game. It's an acquired
taste for sure; it's certainly not for everyone and not everyone will appreciate it. I'm someone who likes slow-burn
horror\/thrillers so I'm more than okay with tension build-up and story development taking some time. I know some people have
complained about the long, tedius walks thrown in to cheat through gameplay time but I viewed those breaks as time taken to
build tension, not knowing what the hell you're going to run into next. They're also appreciated when you've been battling
through a specific level that's giving you grief.

I ADORE the artwork. If they had an etsy like Afterland I'd be all about it. That's what initially drew me in and I'm glad to have
been reeled in by it. Yes, the mechanics are slow af.. but sometimes that was appreciated. I took issue toward the beginning
when it appeared that the controls were finicky and the resulting action totally arbitrary but for me, I was willing to overlook
that. It can be obnoxious having to redo the same level over and over again but for me, was a bit of a welcome challenge. There 
are jumpscares in this; some may view them as cheap. I cursed a few times; meh, it happens. TL;DR if you've already taken a look
at the trailer and it sounds interesting to you, take a chance if it's on sale.. suram nih game , apaan apaan coba bikin emosi pff ..
rekomendasi buat yang ga pernah emosi main game. but wait, ga pernah emosi ? imposibruu coey. it ♥♥♥♥ing sucks
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